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In this paper the question of equivalence of two binary forms is related to certain 
properties of the roots. A method is given to determine whether or not two forms 
are equivalent. This method applies to a wide class of forms, though not all. 
In this paper a practical algorithm is given to determine whether or not 
two given irreducible binary homogeneous forms of degree >3 with integer 
coefftcients are equivalent, provided that each of them has a real root. By a 
root of the form F(x, u) we mean a root of the associated polynomial F(x, 1). 
(Two forms F(x, y) and G(x, y) are said to be equivalent if there is a 
transformation x1 = ax + by, y, = cx + dy with integral coefftcients and 
ad - bc = f 1 such that G(x, , JI,) = F(x, v).) The method involves a theory of 
reduction of such forms based on following the continued fraction of one of 
the roots. The reduction to be defined here generalizes the reduction of 
indefinite quadratic forms, but differs from the reduction methods of Hermite 
and Julia (for an account of this, see [2, Chap. 181). 
We first define reduction for real algebraic numbers, and later we shall 
make the correspondence to forms. Let a be a real algebraic number. We say 
a is reduced if a > 1 and -1 < Re(a’) < 0 for each conjugate a’ of a. It will 
be proved that this notion of reduction satisfies the usual properties; that is, 
among other things, any real algebraic number is equivalent to a reduced 
one. (Two numbers a and /3 are said to be equivalent, denoted a - /?, if 
a = (u/3 + b)/(c/3 + d) with integral coefficients and ad - bc = f 1. A basic 
theorem in the theory of continued fractions states that this happens if and 
only if the continued fractions for a and p are identical after a certain point 
13, P. 651. 
Let us fix the following notation: 
(i) a is a real algebraic number of degree n > 3. 
(ii) Denote the conjugates of a by a = a”‘, a”‘,..., a(“). 
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(iii) Let a = [noI u, ,..., uk ,... ] be the continued fraction representation 
for a. 
(iv) Define a$’ by aCk) = [uO, u1 ,..., u,-,, a:‘]. For k = 1, these are 
the complete quotients in the continued fraction for a, but this will not be 
true of the conjugates. We have that afk) - a$), and the numbers a:‘,..., a:’ 
are conjugates of each other. For notational convenience, we write a, for 
a’l’ 
m - 
Define a, to be a successor of ak if i > k; ak iS a predecessor of a,. If 
j = k + 1, we say that CQ is an immediate successor of ak, and ak an 
immediate predecessor of a,. Note that any real number has only one 
immediate successor, but infinitely many immediate predecessors. Also, note 
that all successors and predecessors of a are equivalent. 
Let a’ be a real conjugate of a, and 0 f iy a pair of complex conjugates of 




Bk - uk 
k+l =z-- k+l=@k-uk)2+Y:T y”“=@k-;k~+y: 
which relate the conjugates of ak and ak+ , . These relations follow directly 
from the defining equations a;=uk+(l/a;+]) and &+iyk= 
uk + (l/ds,+ 1 + iyk + ,)). If ak is reduced, then uk > 1 and both a; and /Ik are 
between -1 and 0, by definition. It follows immediately that the same is true 
for a;,, and Pk+, . In other words, the immediate successor of a reduced 
number is reduced, and so all successors are reduced by induction. 
We now prove 
THEOREM 1. In the notation established above: 
(1) a has a reduced successor. 
(2) If a has a reduced immediate predecessor, it is unique. 
(3) a has only fmitely many reduced predecessors. 
Proof: To prove the first assertion, we need to show that for each 
conjugate afk) there is a successor a,,, such that the corresponding conjugate 
a:’ satisfies the inequality -1 < Re(ag’) < 0. For real conjugates, this is 
trivial-if ack) is real, then its continued fraction is different from that for a, 




where a$:, < 1. 
m+l 
From this it follows that api = l/(af,fil - u,+,) < 0, and -1 ( asi < 0. 
Consider now a pair of complex conjugates of a, say, p f iy. If /I,,, < 0, then 
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0 > dsm - %J/(dom - hJ2 + Yf?J > Go, - %J/Gg, - unJ2 = w, - %I) > 
-1, so -1 <&+, < 0. If P, - u, >, 1, then Pm+ 1 = Co, - u,)/(@, - u,J2 + 
pi,> < GB, - %M.& - urn)’ = MA,, - %,,I < 1, so A,,, < 1, P,+2 < 0, and 
-1 < Pm+3 (0. If Pm-urnGO, then p,,,+,<O and -1 <&+z<O. If 
lYml2 1 and O<&-u,<l, then Pm+,<&,,-urn< 1, and so 
-1 <Pm+3 < 0. Thus we shall have -1 < p, < 0 for some s unless it happens 
that 
o<p,-u,< 1 and lYml< 1 vm* 
Suppose this happens. Then, since /I,,,+, > u,” + , > 1, we have /I,,, - urn > 
@I,,, - u,)’ + yk. This implies that 
Irm+*l= IYml IYml CJ, - qJ2 + Y5, > Pm - urn. 
Now UL-%J&+ I =Ga,-u,)21(GB,-u,)2+Y~) < 1, so w, - urn)> 
&I+, > Um+1-ThUS IYm+ll> u, + , I y,,, I. Eventually, we shall have ] y,] > 1 for 
some s, unless all but finitely many of the partial quotients u, = 1. But this 
would imply a w  [ 1, 1, l,...) = (1 + \/slj2, which implies n = 2, contrary to 
assumption. This finishes the proof of the first assertion. 
Let a, be a reduced number. Any immediate predecessor a to a, has the 
form a = u + (l/al) for some integer u. We assert that there is at most one 
choice for u such that a is reduced. In fact, any conjugate of a, will 
determine u. Consider a real conjugate, say, a\*). The corresponding 
conjugate of a is a”’ = u + (I/a\“)). If a is reduced, then -1 < ac2) < 0 
which implies that u < -l/ai2’ < u + 1, and -l/al” = [u, -l/ac2’], i.e., u is 
the first partial quotient in the continued fraction for -l/a\“, and -l/ac2’ is 
the complete quotient. As u = [-l/a\“], u is determined uniquely. 
Consider now a complex conjugate of a,, say, p, + iy, . We have 
1 
B + iy = 24 + p, + iy, = u + 
PI - 0, 
P: + r: ’ 
so p = u + @,/(/It + yf)). If a is reduced, then -1 < p < 0, which implies 
that u < - /I,/# + y:) ( u + 1. From this, it is clear that there is at most 
one choice for u. This establishes the second assertion. 
Finally, let a, be reduced,‘and consider a chain of reduced predecessors 
a -k= [u&u-k+] ,..., u- i, a,,]. We assert that k cannot be arbitrarily large. 
If a, has at least two real conjugates, aa) and aa), then we have the 
continued fraction expansions -l/as) = [u-~, ue2 ,..., uTk, -l/a’?:] and 
-l/as) = [u-,, um2 ,..., umk, -l/a?:]. Since -l/ab2’ # - l/as), their 
continued fractions can agree only to a finite number of places, so this 
bounds k. 
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If a, does not have two real conjugates, then it must have a pair of 
complex conjugates /3,, f iy,. Assuming a,, has a reduced predecessor, we 
have the condition p,/@ + 7:) < - u-i < -1, so -/I,, > pi + 7; and 
yi < - /I,, - /Ii. For - 1 < x < 0, the function -x - x2 has maximum value a, 
so 1 yO] < 4. This is anecessary condition for a-i to be reduced. Further, 
Y-l 
l-l 
1 p-1 --U-l u-1 -P-1 
YO =m= PO = -Po 
> u-1-p-, > u-1. 
So Ir-,] > 2]y,] if upI 22, and we may conclude that ]yP21 > 2/y,] unless 
both u-, and up2 = 1. In this case we can get a similar inequality as follows: 
-p-, = 
u-2 -P-2 
(u-2 --P-d2 + $2 > 
u-2 -P-2 
(u-2 -P-2)’ + (u-2 -8-2) 
since y’_2 < $ < u-2 -8-2. so -P-l > l/(24-, -P-2 + 1) > 5, and 
IY-hol > u-,-B-, > 3. s ince IY-~I > Iy-,I, we have IV-~] > $ Ire]. Even- 
tually, I y-, ] > 1 for some m, and at that point there are no more reduced 
predecessors. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem l(3) shows that there exist numbers which are reduced, but have no 
reduced predecessors. Call such a number an ancestor. From Theorem 1 we 
have the following: 
COROLLARY. Let a be a real algebraic number of degree 23. Then a is 
equivalent to exactly one ancestor. 
Proof. From Theorem 1, we know a - ak with ak reduced, for some 
successor ak. Now take reduced predecessors for ak as far as can be 
done-there are only finitely many-to get an ancestor E which is equivalent 
to a. Suppose that 5 - a’ also, where 6 is a different ancestor. Then E - ?& so 
their continued fractions have the form a = [u. , U, ,..., U, /I] and 
a’ = [v,, v, ,..., v, p], where u # v and /I is reduced. This implies that u + (l//I) 
and v + (l/p) both are reduced predecessors for p, in contradiction to part 
two of Theorem 1. 
We are prepared now to make the application to irreducible binary 
homogeneous forms of degree >3 with integral coefficients and at least one 
real root. For the sake of brevity, we shall refer to these simply as forms. If 
F is such a form, we define F to be reduced if it has a reduced real root. It is 
clear that there is a one-to-one correspondence between reduced forms and 
reduced real algebraic numbers. Let F be a form with r real roots ai,..., a,. 
To each ak there corresponds one ancestor E,. (It is possible for two 
conjugates to have the same ancestor, but in general the ancestors are 
distinct.) Deline A, = (6, ,..., 15,). If F and G are equivalent forms, then their 
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roots are equivalent under the same transformation. As equivalent numbers 
have the same ancestors, we see that A, =A,. Conversely, suppose that F 
and G are two forms of the same degree, and that A, n A, # 0. Then there 
is an ancestor which is equivalent to a root of F and to a root of G, so these 
two roots are equivalent. Thus we have a, -pi, where p, is a root of G, and 
ai ,..., an are the roots of F. From the relation pi = (aa, + b)/(ca, + d) with 
ad - bc = f 1, we see that the numbers (aaL + b)/(ca, + d) all are conjugates 
of ,8,, and are distinct as k ranges from 1 to n. So all roots of G have this 
form, and the transformation x, = ux + by, y, = cx + a” is an equivalence 
between F and tG for some constant t. Since both F and G are irreducible, it 
follows that t = i 1. We conclude that F - +G, and A, = A,. We have 
proved 
THEOREM 2. Let F and G be two forms of the same degree. Then 
(1) A,=AG or A,nA,=0, 
(2) F- fG ifand otu’y ifA,=A,. 
It now remains to resolve the sign ambiguity in Theorem 2. If F has odd 
degree, then the transformation x, = -X, y, = --y is an equivalence between 
F and -F, so this ambiguity presents itself only in the cases of even degree. 
In such cases, the algorithm given in the proof of Theorem 2 explicitly gives 
the transformation between F and one of G and -G. The question left to be 
answered is if F is equivalent to both, or, in other words, if G is equivalent to 
-G. It is possible to show that this happens if and only if G has two 
equivalent roots of the form a and (-aa + b)/(ca + a), where a + ca is a 
unit with norm -1. While this is not the most satisfactory answer to the 
question, it does at least provide an effective determination of whether or not 
G is equivalent to -G. 
Theorem 2 allows one to settle relatively easily the question of equivalence 
of two forms. Before illustrating this, we give a computational lemma which 
provides an easy determination of reduced predecessors. 
LEMMA. Let a, be a reduced number, and f (x) = a, + a, x + . .. + a,x” 
its minimal polynomial over Z. If a = u -t (l/a,) is reduced, then 
u < (a,/(n - 1) a,) + (l/(n - I) a,) < u + lY i.e., u = /(u,/(n - 1) a,) + 
(l/fin- l)a,)l. 
ProoJ From the formulas which relate the coelTicients of S to its roots 
we have the relation -al/a0 = l/a, + . . . + l/a,, where a*,..., a,, are 
the conjugates of a, . If a is reduced, then u < - l/a, < u + 1 for each 
real conjugate a,, and if /I f iy is a complex pair of conjugates, 
then u < - P/(p’ + y’) < u + 1, and -P/do’ + r’> = f((-1ICB + iy)) + 
(-l/(p-iy)). So (n-l)u<-l/a,-l/a,-...--l/a,<(n-I)(u+I). 
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Since -l/a, - l/a, - ... - l/a, = (l/a,) + (a,/~,), we obtain the desired 
inequality. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the two forms F(x, y) = x3 + 3xy* + 2~~ and 
G(x,y) = 1 16x3 t 219x*y + 138xy* t 29r3. (Note that this example was 
done in [ 1, p, 1081 by a method which is essentially undetermined coef- 
ficients along with some refinements made possible by virtue of the fact that 
the degree is three.) These two forms both have discriminant -216, so each 
form has just one real root. 
Let Q, be the real root ofJo = x3 + 3x + 2 = F(x, 1). We need to find 
the ancestor for qO. First, q0 is not reduced, since u0 = [Q,] = -1. Setting 
‘to = -1 t (l/q,), we find that q, satisfiesf,(x) = 2x3 - 6x2 + 3x - 1, and gi 
is not reduced since ui = [?,I = 2 and so /I, > 0, where pi ‘f iy, are the 
conjugates of vi. (This follows from the fact that vi t 2p, = +3.) Now 
v1 =2 + Uh2) and 11* satisfies f*(x) = 3x3 - 3x2 - 6x - 2. Here 
q2 + 2/I, = 1 and 2 ( n2 < 3 which implies that -1 < p2 < -4, so tf2 is 
reduced. At this point we need to take reduced predecessors for q2 until we 
come to an ancestor. Applying the lemma, we see that for u t (l/q*) to be 
reduced, it must be that u = 1. In fact, it is easy to see that the condition in 
the lemma is both necessary and sufficient, if u > 1, for the special case of 
degree three with only one real root. So a, = 1 t (l/t/*) is reduced, and it 
satisfies 2x3 - 3x - 2. Applying the lemma again we find that 
a0 = 1 + (l/al) is reduced, and satisfies 2x3 - 3x2 - 1. Now we see that a, 
is an ancestor, since the lemma shows there is no t( > 1 which satisfies the 
condition. 
Now let co be the real root of go(x) = G(x, 1) = 1 16x3 t 
219x2 t 138x t 29. Applying the same method, we find that co = 
[-L&2, C31 and C3 is the first successor which is reduced. As it happens, 
c3 = a, and so at this point it is obvious that the two forms are equivalent 
(and it is equally obvious that A, = A, = {ao}.) The following “family tree” 
illustrates the relationship between &, and q,. In this notation, a *” /I means 
a = u + (l/P). 
Ancestor a,, & alAa, 
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EXAMPLE 2. Consider the two forms F&y) = x4 - 14x2y2 + 9y4 and 
G(x, y) = x4 + 8x3y + 8x2y2 - 32xy3 - 44~~. Both have discriminant 
214 x 32 x 52. The roots of F are k\/3 f ,/z, since a number always is 
equivalent to its negative, we shall have at most two ancestors, the ones 
corresponding to fi + fi and to \/s - fi. (In fact, one can see that these 
two are inequivalent, but we shall find that out anyway, when we get a 
different ancestor for the second root.) Let a = \/s + \/z and /I = fi - \/z. 
Here a is not reduced, but its immediate successor @ = l/a - 3 is. In fact, ti 
is an ancestor since it has one conjugate l/p - 3 between - f and -4, but 
its other conjugates l/-a - 3 and l/-p - 3 are between - 4 and 0; if 
u + I/E were reduced, then all conjugates of E would lie between --I/u and 
-l/(u + 1). For /?, we find that p = [0, 1,4, p], where fi is an ancestor by a 
similar argument. So A, = ((x,p}, where E is the reduced root of 
36x4 - 24x3 -40x2 - 12x - 1 and /? of 281x4 - 284x3 - 248x2 - 56x - 4. 
The form G also has four real roots; one, y, is positive, and the other three 
are negative. The immediate successor of y is T= l/(y - l), which is an 
ancestor; it is easy to see that its three conjugates are between -1 and 0 but 
not all of them are in any interval of the form (-l/u, -l/u + 1). Here 7 is 
the reduced root of 59x4 - 12x3 - 38x2 - 12x - 1, so jr&A,, and we see 
that A,#A,, so F+G. 
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